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in the pipeline idiom add to word list add to word list being planned the theatre company has
several new productions in the pipeline for next season smart vocabulary related words and
phrases about to happen just around the corner idiom in the pipeline phrase if something is
in the pipeline it has already been planned or begun already in the pipeline is a 2 9 per cent
pay increase for teachers synonyms on the way expected coming close more synonyms of in
the pipeline see full dictionary entry for pipeline in the pipeline common if something is in the
pipeline it is being planned or developed new security measures are in the pipeline including
closed circuit tv cameras in most stores over 350 major hospital schemes have been
completed there are nearly 300 more in the pipeline the meaning of the pipeline is the
system for developing and producing something how to use the pipeline in a sentence in the
pipeline in process under way as in the blueprints for the new machine are in the pipeline but
it will take months to get approval colloquial 1940s also see in the works budgeted for
something but not yet spent as in there s 5 million more in the pipeline for the city schools
colloquial second half of 1900s a devops pipeline combines processes tooling and automation
to enable organizations and software teams to build test and deliver high quality software
quickly to end users the meaning of pipeline is a line of pipe with pumps valves and control
devices for conveying liquids gases or finely divided solids how to use pipeline in a sentence
be in the pipeline definition if a plan is in the pipeline it is being developed and will happen in
the future learn more a series of connected tubes for transporting gas oil or water usually
over long distances idiom in the pipeline definition of pipeline from the cambridge academic
content dictionary cambridge university press a series of connected tubes for transporting
gas oil or water usually over long distances idiom in the pipeline a sales pipeline is a
representation of how a prospect moves through every stage of your sales process a
prospect moves through your sales pipeline by completing specific actions which are
depicted visually in your crm get pipeline management in sales hub free or above a sales
pipeline is a visual way to track leads as they move through each stage of the sales process
sales pipelines help you manage all the activities necessary to move potential customers in
the pipeline i in the pipeline meaning synonyms to be underway to be somewhere in process
in preparation on the way on the go planned example sentences the project has been in the
pipeline since forever i am not sure if it will ever get completed i am not working right now
but have a few offers in the pipeline if something is described as being in the pipeline it
means that it has not yet arrived but is expected to arrive in the future this english idiom
generally refers to plans that have not yet come to fruition but if all goes well will be fulfilled
a data pipeline is a method in which raw data is ingested from various data sources
transformed and then ported to a data store such as a data lake or data warehouse for
analysis before data flows into a data repository it usually undergoes some data processing in
finance the term pipeline is used to describe progress toward a long term goal that involves a
series of discrete stages for example private equity pe firms how do pipelines work key
takeaways gathering lines transport oil and gas from the production site to a central
collection point transmission lines deliver oil and gas from these central collection points to
refineries and processing centers across the country from the plumbing world something that
is in the pipeline is sure to come out from either end it refers to on going projects when used
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in real life situations the site notes that speculated to be american in its origin but there is no
literary evidence available to justify this speculation a sales pipeline is an organized visual
way of tracking potential buyers as they progress through different stages in the purchasing
process and buyer s journey often pipelines are visualized as a horizontal bar sometimes as a
funnel divided into the various stages of a company s sales process the purpose of the
pipeline is to assemble several steps that can be cross validated together while setting
different parameters for this it enables setting parameters of the various steps using their
names and the parameter name separated by a as in the example below
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in the pipeline english meaning cambridge dictionary May 28 2024 in the pipeline
idiom add to word list add to word list being planned the theatre company has several new
productions in the pipeline for next season smart vocabulary related words and phrases
about to happen just around the corner idiom
in the pipeline definition and meaning collins english Apr 27 2024 in the pipeline phrase if
something is in the pipeline it has already been planned or begun already in the pipeline is a
2 9 per cent pay increase for teachers synonyms on the way expected coming close more
synonyms of in the pipeline see full dictionary entry for pipeline
in the pipeline idioms by the free dictionary Mar 26 2024 in the pipeline common if something
is in the pipeline it is being planned or developed new security measures are in the pipeline
including closed circuit tv cameras in most stores over 350 major hospital schemes have
been completed there are nearly 300 more in the pipeline
in the pipeline definition meaning merriam webster Feb 25 2024 the meaning of the pipeline
is the system for developing and producing something how to use the pipeline in a sentence
in the pipeline definition meaning dictionary com Jan 24 2024 in the pipeline in process under
way as in the blueprints for the new machine are in the pipeline but it will take months to get
approval colloquial 1940s also see in the works budgeted for something but not yet spent as
in there s 5 million more in the pipeline for the city schools colloquial second half of 1900s
what is a devops pipeline a complete guide github resources Dec 23 2023 a devops
pipeline combines processes tooling and automation to enable organizations and software
teams to build test and deliver high quality software quickly to end users
pipeline definition meaning merriam webster Nov 22 2023 the meaning of pipeline is a line of
pipe with pumps valves and control devices for conveying liquids gases or finely divided
solids how to use pipeline in a sentence
be in the pipeline cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 21 2023 be in the pipeline definition if a
plan is in the pipeline it is being developed and will happen in the future learn more
pipeline english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 20 2023 a series of connected tubes for
transporting gas oil or water usually over long distances idiom in the pipeline definition of
pipeline from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press
pipeline definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 19 2023 a series of
connected tubes for transporting gas oil or water usually over long distances idiom in the
pipeline
sales pipelines a comprehensive guide for sales leaders and reps Jul 18 2023 a sales
pipeline is a representation of how a prospect moves through every stage of your sales
process a prospect moves through your sales pipeline by completing specific actions which
are depicted visually in your crm get pipeline management in sales hub free or above
what is a sales pipeline definition best practices Jun 17 2023 a sales pipeline is a visual
way to track leads as they move through each stage of the sales process sales pipelines help
you manage all the activities necessary to move potential customers
in the pipeline meaning origin example sentence history May 16 2023 in the pipeline i in the
pipeline meaning synonyms to be underway to be somewhere in process in preparation on
the way on the go planned example sentences the project has been in the pipeline since
forever i am not sure if it will ever get completed i am not working right now but have a few
offers in the pipeline
what does it mean if something is in the pipeline Apr 15 2023 if something is described
as being in the pipeline it means that it has not yet arrived but is expected to arrive in the
future this english idiom generally refers to plans that have not yet come to fruition but if all
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goes well will be fulfilled
what is a data pipeline ibm Mar 14 2023 a data pipeline is a method in which raw data is
ingested from various data sources transformed and then ported to a data store such as a
data lake or data warehouse for analysis before data flows into a data repository it usually
undergoes some data processing
pipeline in finance overview and examples investopedia Feb 13 2023 in finance the term
pipeline is used to describe progress toward a long term goal that involves a series of
discrete stages for example private equity pe firms
how do pipelines work pipeline 101 Jan 12 2023 how do pipelines work key takeaways
gathering lines transport oil and gas from the production site to a central collection point
transmission lines deliver oil and gas from these central collection points to refineries and
processing centers across the country
etymology is in the pipeline an ame idiom english Dec 11 2022 from the plumbing
world something that is in the pipeline is sure to come out from either end it refers to on
going projects when used in real life situations the site notes that speculated to be american
in its origin but there is no literary evidence available to justify this speculation
building a sales pipeline ultimate guide pipedrive Nov 10 2022 a sales pipeline is an
organized visual way of tracking potential buyers as they progress through different stages in
the purchasing process and buyer s journey often pipelines are visualized as a horizontal bar
sometimes as a funnel divided into the various stages of a company s sales process
pipeline scikit learn 1 5 0 documentation Oct 09 2022 the purpose of the pipeline is to
assemble several steps that can be cross validated together while setting different
parameters for this it enables setting parameters of the various steps using their names and
the parameter name separated by a as in the example below
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